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Abstract: Distribution Generation (DG) is a renewable energy in small scale near to the load in a distribution system. Installation of
DG in power system can reduce the power loss and improve the voltage profile. Thus the DG will serve as an interconnecting network
between the Generation and Distribution Units of an Off-Grid Power system. In this project we introduced a novel approach for DG
design, modeling and implementation using a widely accepted, universally trusted and highly efficient Phasor Measurement Techniques.
The proposed algorithm constructs the PMU Control Network to act as a DG Unit between the generation and the distribution units of
the Distributed Generation Off-Grid Hybrid Power System(DG-HPS)s. The PMU Control Network not only serves as DG Unit, but also
detects, locates and isolates all types of faults that cause heavy power loss and severe damage to the circuitry in both generation and
distribution units of the Off-Grid Power System(OGPS)s. These PMU based DG Units will bridge the generation and distribution units
and test on several cases, to find the optimal sizing and location of DG in distributed network to decrease the power loss and to improve
the voltage profile. This method has been tested on the standard IEEE-9 bus distribution network using MATLAB R2012a software.
The result shows that the proposed DG Units are working well and their performance is well sufficient to meet present application
demands of the Off-Grid power systems.
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1. Introduction
The energy cycle consists of generating the energy, its
transmission, and delivering to the consumers where the
distribution feeders are the last elements of this cycle. The
significance of the latter part is not less than the former parts
in the electrical power system if not higher. The growth of
any power system grid in the world is always has been on an
accelerating pace, feeding the almost insatiable demand for
electrical power for the past century or so [1, 2]. This in turn
forces a certain level of intricacy on the power system,
which compounds with time; to the point where the power
systems face the inability to progress with ease due to
introductions of new transmission systems and construction
of generating plants near load centers. As the system grows
more complex and burdened with increasing load; various
issues regarding cost, pollution, power quality and voltage
stability takes centre stage [2].
Distributed Generation (DG) is an electrical power
generation unit that is directly connected to a distribution
network or placed as nearly as possible to its consumer. The
technologies adopted in distributed generation vary in
methods of generation including small-scaled gas turbines,
wind-farms, fuel cells, solar energy and hydro power plants,
etc [1]. DG is both beneficial to the consumers and utilities,
much so in places where centralized generations are
unfeasible or where deficiencies can be found in
transmission systems. One of the challenging and vital
issues for the customer is the reliability of the provided
electrical energy. At the same time electrical utilities wish to
decrease the revenue loss caused by outage. For this reason,
the DPS has to be more reliable and efficient under not only
routine conditions but also under emergency conditions.
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Under the situation that DPS consisting of a number of
radial feeders are normally subjected to the various types of
faults caused by storm, lightening, snow, freezing, rain,
insulation breakdown, and short circuit faults caused by
birds and other exterior objects, desired reliability cannot be
achieved easily. In order to improve the reliability of the
DPS, utility should be able to detect and recognize the fault
location and type immediately after the fault is occurred.
The faster the fault location is identified or at least estimated
with reasonable accuracy, the more accelerated the
maintenance time to restore normal power supply.
Optimally allocated DG units may address all the issues
stated before, resulting in reduced power system losses,
improved voltage profile, enhances power transfer
capability, reduces pollution and cut generation and
transmission cost [3,4].
Benefit-wise, DG unit may offer solutions to the majority of
power systems crave. However, installation of a DG unit at a
non-optimal place may have the reverse effect instead to the
system; such as increases in system losses followed by an
increase in cost [5-8]. With that in mind, selecting the most
appropriate place for installation paired with the ideal size of
a DG unit is of utmost importance in a large power system.
Nevertheless, the optimum choice and allocation of DG is a
complex integrative optimization method for which common
or older optimization method falls short in implementing
such a concept in the system [9].In optimization, many
techniques are used to solve the problem in power
distribution systems. This project aims to find the optimum
sizing and location of DG in power system by using PMU
Control Network based Distribution Generation. PMU
Control Network based Distribution Generation is a
population-based optimization method first proposed by
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Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995, inspired by social behavior
of bird flocking or fish schooling [10].

2. Proposed Work

The PMU-DG as an optimization tool provides a populationbased search procedure in which individuals called particles
change their position (state) with time. In a PMU-DG
system, particles fly around in a multidimensional search
space. During flight, each particle adjusts its position
according to its own experience (This value is called Pbest),
and according to the experience of a neighboring particle
(This value is called Gbest), made use of the best position
encountered by itself and its neighbor.

In this project we designed ,developed and implemented a
Novel DG unit using the most efficient and widely accepted
technique called the Phasor Measurement Units and
constructed a PMU Control Network to employ as a DG unit
in the emerging DG-HPS systems to ensure the real time
fault protected and power quality enhanced operation of DGHPS.We constructed a PMU Control Network to act as an
efficient DG unit for fault free operation of DG-HPS.The
schematic block overview of the proposed DG- HPS system
is shown in figure(1).

Figure 1: Schematic block diagram of the proposed DG-HPS System
The proposed system consists of a Distributed Generation
Hybrid Power System(DG-HPS) which is implemented
using a ring bus architecture as shown in figure(1).The ring
bus architecture enables the DG-HPS to serve the regions
surrounding it with its power. DG-HPS supplies the power
to all regions or zones around it .One identical bus branch is
drawn to each and every region or zone. Each power
distribution bus branch is put under the control of an unique
PMU Control Network as shown in the figure(1).Each PMU
Control Network will control and monitors the assigned bus
branch for faults and acts accordingly to detect and isolate
the faults without showing any impact on the operational
effectiveness of the DG-HPS.The DG-HPS maintains the
data base of rated line parameters values of individual lines
of Power Distribution Bus(PDB) and Power Generation
Bus(PGB) of the DG-HPS.The rated line parameter values
are used as the basis for fault detection and isolation in a
DG-HPS.DG-HPS also consists of a Distributed Power
Generation Control System(DPGCS),which will control and
regulates all operational activities of DG-HPS.DPGCS
simply serves as a control system for DG-HPS.All the PMU
Control Networks are put under the control and direction of
DPGCS.The DPGCS controls all the PMU Control
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Networks through three control signals. The internal
architecture of the PMU Control Network based DG unit is
shown in figure (2).The PMU Control Network based DG
unit will consists of a PMU Module and its associated bidirectional breakers. An identical set of breakers are used on
both distribution and generation sides. The breakers on
distribution side are identified with a prefix „D‟ in their
terminology to indicate the distribution side, where as the
breakers on the power generation side are added with a
prefix „G‟ in their terminology to indicate the power
generation side. The internal architecture of the PMU
Module consists of a ROM unit, two dedicated RAM units
one for each side (i.e., one for generation side and one for
distribution side) ,two mini processes(Line Parameter
Calculation Circuit(LPCC)s,each for both PDB and PGB)
and a Time Switched Comparator and Decision Making
Device(TSC-DMD) units. The time switched checking and
comparing operations are adopted so as to check the line
faults in both PDB and PGB.A fixed time slot is set to
switch the operational status check between the power
generation and distribution buses. Required time duration is
provided by the Astable multi-vibrator circuit as shown in
below figure (2).
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Figure 2: Schematic block diagram of the proposed DG unit.
A devoted mini-processor (Line Parameter Calculation
Circuit) is assigned for both Power Generation and
Distribution Bus units to calculate the instantaneous line
parameter values of PDB and PGB.The objective of ROM
unit is to store the rated parameter values from data base unit
of DG-HPS.The TSC-DMD unit accepts the instantaneous
line parameter values and rated line parameter values along
with the control, status and trip signals of the individual
breakers as input and processes them accordingly to issue
the necessary control signals to all breakers to ensure the
fault free and regulated operation of the DG-HPS.A single
PMU Module inside the DG unit controls all the breakers on
both power generation and distribution sides. Each DG unit
is put under the control of the DPGCS unit which will
control them with a specialized set of three control signals
they are: PMUCN(PMU Control ),PMUS(PMU Status) and
PMU Error Status(PMUES). The Control signal logical
definitions are given as
PMUCNPMU based DG unit control signal; If
PMUCN=1; DG unit is enabled, otherwise disabled.
PMUS PMU based DG unit Operational Status. If
PMUS=1; All the internal components of DG unit are
working perfectly and the DG unit is active at this instance
of operation, otherwise there is an error in the operational
condition of internal components of the DG unit.

stating an error in the operational condition of a particular
DG unit, the DPGCS unit passes the messages received from
the corresponding DG unit which is monitoring the faulted
bus branch for faults to the technical department. Since this
message from the DG unit consists of a detailed information
about the operational conditions of the region to which it is
assigned as an independent region monitoring device, if any
line fault is occurred in a region, then that fault condition is
precisely identified by its type, location and number of the
line suffering from the fault and the same information is
informed to the technical department so as enable faster
recovery of faults with negligible amount of delay and man
power. The internal architecture of the breaker circuit is
shown in below figure(3),which consists of three relay
circuits to control three lines i.e., one for each line and the
associated control circuitry. Each relay will control and
monitor the close or open status of one particular line. Each
breaker has three control pins such as BC,BS and BTC with
access of which the associated PMU controls its operation..If
a fault is occurred in a particular breaker lines, then it will
get tripped by making its BTC=1 and based on the logic
levels on Line Status (LS) pins such as LS1, LS2 and LS3,
the relay of the particular faulted line will get discharged.
When LS1=0, then first line of the breaker will faulty and
hence isolated from the network. Similarly, if LS2=0,
second line of the breaker will be isolated and if LS3=0 then
the third line of the breaker will be isolated.

PMUES-PMU based Dg unit Error Status. If PMUES=1;
there is a fault in the lines of the bus branch being monitored
by this DG unit. Otherwise there is no fault in the lines of
the bus branch being monitored by this PMU based DG unit.
At every instant of its operation, the instantaneous
operational status of the DG unit is informed in terms of a
detailed text message format to the DPGCS unit. The
DPGCS unit receives the operational status messages from
all the DG units to examine their operation condition and to
act accordingly. If the DPGCS unit receives a message
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If there is no error in the DG Unit of a particular branch,
then its control, status and error status are in enabled, active
and no error conditions respectively. Ultimately all the
breakers will work perfectly and doesn‟t cause any line trip
problem. The DG Unit‟s performance summary on both
generation and distribution sides are given in table (3) and
table (4).
Table 3: DG Unit‟s performance summary on Generation
side under fault free conditions.

Figure 3: Internal architecture of the breaker circuit

3. Results and Discussion
To verify the operational effectiveness of the proposed DGHPS, the computer simulations have been performed using
MATLAB.The algorithm is designed, programmed with six
operational zones or branches and simulated using
Matlab.As a first task after starting its operation the DGHPS initializes all its PMU based DG Units for rated fault
free operation. This initialization includes loading the rated
parameter values of line voltage, line currents and associated
phase deviations by individual DG Units from the DG-HPS.
The operational results of the proposed algorithm under fault
free conditions of the DG-HPS are presented primarily as
follows. Under fault free condition the operational status of
the PMU based DG unit on both Generation and Distribution
sides are given in table (1) and table (2).

Table 4: DG Unit‟s performance summary on Distribution
side under fault free conditions.

Table 1: PMU Based DG Unit Operational Summary on
Generation Side
The status and variational characteristics of breaker currents
of the DG Unit breakers with respect to the operational
conditions for fault free operation on both generation and
distribution sides are illustrated in figure (4) and figure (5)
respectively. When a particular breaker of the DG Unit is
working according to the normal fault free operational
condition, then its current variation is also normal and is
logic high, otherwise it is logic low.

Table 2: PMU Based DG Unit Operational Summary on
Distribution Side.

Figure 4: Breaker currents of the DG Unit breakers on
Generation unit under fault free condition
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Table 8: DG Unit1 Performance Summary on Distribution
Side.

Figure 5: Breaker currents of the DG Unit breakers on
Distribution side under fault free condition
The operational results of the proposed algorithm under
faulty operational conditions of the DG-HPS are presented
primarily as follows. Under faulted condition the operational
status of the PMU based DG unit on both generation and
distribution sides are given in table (5) and table(6).

The variation of breaker currents of the DG Unit breakers
for faulty operation on both generation and distribution sides
are illustrated in figure (6) and figure (7) respectively.

Table 5: DG Unit Operational Summary on Generation Side

Figure 6: Breaker currents of the DG Unit1 breakers on
Generation side.
Table 6: DG Unit1 Operational Summary on Distribution
Side.

The DG Unit‟s performance summary on both generation
and distribution sides are given in table (7) and table (8).
Table 7: DG Unit1 Performance Summary on Generation
Side.

Figure 7: Breaker currents of the DG Unit1 breakers on
Distribution side

4. Conclusion
The importance to maintain the reliable HPS operation
demands an efficient fault detection and location algorithms
on both power generation and distribution sides which
reduces the time and cost of fault detection and isolation. As
a result, several algorithms were proposed in the literature at
an incremental stage of research, but still a rapid
improvement in the algorithm and techniques used for
adaptive security is demanded by the today‟s huge, deeply
routed and very complex distributed power systems.In this
effort in order to counteract to the current challenges in the
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adaptive security of the DG-HPS, we proposed this
algorithm with the employment of PMU Control Network
based DG units as the key security monitoring devices on
both Power Generation and Distribution Sides. The proposed
DG Unit monitors the faults in the associated zone or
branch, by closely examining the line voltage and current
phasor relationships and with an aid of the so constructed
line amplitude, impedance and admittance parameter
matrices of PGB and PDB lines, it will detect the faults and
isolates the faulted lines in very quicker span without
disturbing the remaining network. The Proposed algorithm is
practically implemented and tested in MATLAB.The results
of the implementation adjudged that the proposed algorithm
is efficient in fault detection and isolation. A closer insight
into the results produced by the proposed algorithm reveals
the fact that the proposed algorithm outperforms all the
existing methods and techniques.

5. Future Work
This algorithm is proven to be the best in performance in all
aspects by its performance. In this project in order to reduce
the complexity, the proposed algorithm is practically
implemented with 9-line ring bus architecture. But there are
no constraints on the size of the network and hence it can be
extended to any large size DG-HPS with increased number
of operational zones and any higher order bus. Increase in
the physical size of the DG-HPS network doesn‟t cause any
performance dissimilarities and extra limitations. As a
consequence the physical size and processing capability of
the internal components has to justified with the proper
selection of internal components of matched capacity and
efficiency.
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